Thank you for helping make this one of Hampshire’s best fundraising years ever!

- Overall donations to Hampshire totaled over $7,356,193, one of the top fundraising years in our 40 year history.
- The Hampshire Fund grew 6% from $1,418,189 to $1,501,698 - a new record.
- Alum participation increased an amazing 4 percentage points from 18.4% to 22.6%. A record 63% of the class of 1970 made a contribution. Amazing!
- Alumni and Family Relations capped off a year of over forty events around the globe with an incredible 40th anniversary celebration. You can see pictures, watch videos and see who attended at: http://www.hampshire.edu/anniversary/anniversary.htm
- The board of trustees achieved 100% participation for the Hampshire Fund and gave 27.5% of the dollars raised.
- 100% of Hampshire’s senior administrators and academic deans contributed a total of $34,703 to the Hampshire Fund.
- 220 current and former faculty and staff gave $258,500 to their favorite non-profit, Hampshire College, in support of student financial aid and other priorities important to them.
- Hampshire exceeded each of the eight donor challenge grants.

None of these accomplishments would have been possible without your support. There were a record 81 volunteer fundraisers. Faculty and staff involvement with the 40th anniversary celebration helped bring more than 1,200 guests to campus.

Thank you again for your efforts in making this a very successful fundraising year for Hampshire College.

Clay Ballantine
Chief Advancement Officer

Ken Rosenthal P04F
Trustee and Chair of Development Committee

The mission of the Office of Institutional Advancement is to build and sustain positive relationships across multiple constituencies and to engage robust philanthropic support from many different sources in order to fully realize the academic mission and potential of Hampshire College.
The Graduates Gift Challenge continues to be a big success!
With just two hours remaining before commencement on May 22, 2010, the 122nd gift of $20.10 was made, which surpassed the donor goal and thus earned the entire $100,000 Graduates Gift Challenge.

The final result was 126 gifts with 40% participation.

Thanks to Grad Gift Chair Lizz Goldstein 06F and her committee for this outstanding accomplishment.
Save the Date

Family, Alumni & Friends Weekend 2010 will be held on October 15, 16, 17

http://alumni.hampshire.edu

---

Hampshire College 12 year Fundraising Totals with Extraordinary Gifts Detailed

- **$1,500,000** Charles Taylor Endowment
- **$2,000,000** Joukowsky Planned Gift
- **$1,000,000** HHMI
- **$600,000** Morris Bequest Pledge
- **$3,684,216** Bradford College
- **$1,000,000** Watts
- **$1,000,000** Anonymous

---

**Annual Giving Program Coordinator**

**Sarah Danson 06F** joins our team as the Annual Giving Program Coordinator for the Hampshire Fund after serving on the Graduates Gift Committee.

For her Div III, Sarah produced two radio documentaries focusing on the intersection between music and social movements, and she was also an intern at the newsroom at WFCR. She has worked the past two summers in Alumni and Family Relations.
New Gifts and Grants


An anonymous donor contributed $1 million to establish the 30th Anniversary CLPP Fund in support of the Civil Liberties and Public Policy Program and the Population and Development Program.  Congratulations to Marlene Fried and her team!

Hampshire was awarded an NSF S-STEM grant for $450,000 to support women and minority transfer students from community colleges into science, technology, engineering and mathematics fields at Hampshire.  Congratulations to Jaime Davila, Chris Jarvis, Lynn Miller, Madelaine Marquez, Melissa Scheid-Frantz, and Robert Riddles:  http://www.hampshire.edu/news/18302.htm

On behalf of the state of Massachusetts, a proclamation was issued to Hampshire College in recognition of the occasion of its 40th Anniversary celebration.

It states that Hampshire is to be congratulated and commended on its past, present, and future successes.